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Serbian Developement Academy, SDA Belgrade, Serbia and 

The Tesla Science Foundation, USA nacionalniprogram@gmail.com

If I will have the luck to realize at least some of my ideas, it will be a 
benefaction for the whole mankind. If these hopes of mine come true, the 

sweetest thought will be that it is the work of a Serbian.

Nikola Tesla

Proclaimation

Public Anouncement

to all Serbs in motherland and in diaspora.  Join
THE SERBIAN NATIONALheir PROGRAM 

UNITED SERBIAN TESLA’S PEOPLE
 
 

Dear compatriots, Serbian Tesla’s people, look back, look at the 
past,  to see what our future holds. We will see that our people who are 
many thousand years old, suffered greatly, lost their freedom, lost t 
country and its teritory, we were destroyed in factories of death, 
concentration camps, death pits, lost in migrations, persecutions, wars, 
slavory, epidemics, malnutrition, sanctions and poisoning. But, in all 
those circumstances, our people fought for our culture, our church, our 
civilization and gave the world the work of great importance. 
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Nikola Tesla himself with his brilliant mind, started a worldwide 
technological and scientific revolution which is unsurpassed in promoting 
wellbeing of the whole mankind in its every day life. It is difficult to think 
of a person anywhere in the world who doesn’t use Tesla’s inventions. 
Serbs are people of a great spirit, big heart and warm soul, who are 
friends to every human being, never conquerors  in wars, never had 
slaves.

However, we are now scattered us around the whole world, we 
don’t even know how many of us there are, our connections are broken, 
we are dissapearing, we are becoming not ours and not foreign, our souls 
are suffering, our Serbian national identity is weaker. We are less like 
our ancestors, our Serbs, we know about оurselves less, about our roots 
and our history. Our homeland is being torn apart, it is being given to 
others, our great people are being called theirs, they are brainwashing 
us, contaminating our air, water, ground, every day people die of horrible 
diseases. They dictate their rules for our behaviour, we forget our 
customs, our tradition, our culture and all of us are becoming less and 
less Serbian. We resemble others more and it will be like that until we 
dissapear as people, the same way many ancient people did. Serbia and 
Serbian people are at an ongoing war with the invisible enemy. 

There are many negative consequences of the Serbian past. One of 
them is Serbian diaspora spread around the whole world, that is being 
assimilated and is melting and disappearing, which is an enormous 
national loss. They were all born in Serbia, raised, taken care of, with 
our health care and education, who received all aspects of normal and
healthy life, at the prime of their lives, in their with all the beauty and 
health of young age, they left to serve the foreigners. They created an 
enormous material and spiritual wealth with their strength and mind for 
a foreign country, not for mother Serbia. That is the biggest national 
robbery of Serbia without any compensation.  

Even Serbian descendants were in the war against their own 
people. Janissaries of Serbian origin with an incredible change of 
national indentity were the most cruel oponents of Serbian people. There
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are others who with their ideologically poisoned minds still hate and 
despise their Serbian origin. That is the tragedy of Serbian people. There 
are still single mothers who ask their Docotors to write a death certificate  
for them so they can send it to their lost children hoping they would 
come and see them before they die.  Can we allow for us to disappear 
that way too, not allowing our social sickness to heal! We have to take 
out the knife from our own heart, stabbed with our own Serbian hand. 

Let’s  stop  our  disappearing,  get  our  act  together,  get  closer, 
strengthen our spirit, our national conscience and our national identity 
so  we can provide  the  future  to  the  new generations  of  Serbs,  let  us 
preserve Serbian Tesla’s people, people of great spirit.

To accomplish that it is necessary that the Serbian people come up 
with a unique national program for all Serbs of the world regardless of 
all differences, so we can bring light to the present, bad situation. We 
should establish what the problems of Serbian people are, identify causes 
of those problems and suggest ways and means of eliminating them. We 
should clearly state what the characteristics of Serbian people are, that 
makes  us  Serbs,  what  constitutes  our  national  conscience,  Serbian 
national identities, define what it is that makes Serbian national integrity 
and our future as a nation. We have to be aware of ourselves so we don’t 
wander through life aimlessly.

That document is called THE SERBIAN NATIONAL PROGRAM 
UNITED SERBIAN TESLA’S PEOPLE

We are calling all Serbs in diaspora and in homeland who wish and 
have an idea, suggestion or vision about bringing SNP USTP to life.
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The work should be divided as following:

A/ Identify all problems of Serbian people in 21. century, regardless 
of their depth or importance;

B/ Identify all causes of problems of Serbian people;

C/  Suggest  the  means  and  ways  of  removing  those  problems, 
diminishing of each and every cause of those problems;

D/ Specifically point out the basic fundamentals of Serbian national 
conscience and Serbian national identity because they precede biological 
and spiritual existence of Serbian people in all circumstances and at all 
times.

Priorities A/, B/ and C/ can be written by more or less anyone, 
because  they are part of our time, which make our life. Each person 
knows best what their problems are, what the causes of those problems 
are and how they can be eliminated.

Priorities D/ are the basis od our social superstructure, our SUPER 
EGO, that we aquired in our families, at school, in our social life national 
historical collective, cultural heritage (language, religion, family and
social behaviours, customs, tradition, sense of individual and collective 
perspective, or in general, everything that makes us distinctive as 
Serbian people and individually Serbian).

,,The Serbian national program united Serbian Tesla’s people” 
will be collective work and  posession of every Serb and no one can, 
based on it benefit personally or claim any rights,  as no one can claim 
the air we breathe. With that, SNP USTP will give us a clear perspective 
for Serbain people and for personal perspective as part of Serbian 
national conscience.
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It will not bother us at all to live harmoniuosly, to be one with our 
surrounding regardless of its quality and with that find strength in 
Serbian national conscience and Serbian national identities. We will 
preserve all that and firmly stay the way and what we are: Serbs.
That will give us the strength and pride in belonging to Serbian people,
we will not live with the feeling of ambivalence, which that can lead to 
religious and national conversion, from ideological deviance, 
subserving, feeling of shame for being Serbian and not some other 
ethnicity that we respect as people with good qualities. That will help us 
to surpass those people we admire or at least to be equal with them.  We 
will be a good example for others for what they want to accomplish the 
same way some countries are for others.

This theme is not final, with time we will add new priorities, ideas, 
facts we learned, and generally speaking  SNP USTP be a dinamic 
category rather than a religous dogma. 

I strongly believe that we will all be happy to be Serbian. That is 
why I am calling every Serb wherever you might be,  Serbs in diaspora 
and motherland, all Serbian organisations, especially Serbian youth to 
join us and actively participate in bringing this Serbian National 
Program to life, without inferiority complex, without discouragement or 
self doubt.

Belgrade, 18. 08. 2018.  

   
Ph.D. Dobrosav Nikodinović, Serbia

Nikola Lončar, Philadelphia, USA


